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ABSTRACT 
Malik, Muhammad Fahmi. 2019. AN ANALYSIS OF NAZISM ASPECT AS 
FOUND IN AMERICAN HISTORY X FILM BY TONY KAYE. Thesis. English Letters 
Study Program. Faculty of Cultures and language. 
Advisor  : Nur Asiyah, M.A. 
Keywords : Ideology, Nazism, American History X 
Ideology is inseparable in social life. Ideology seems to be a guide for everyone in 
social life. There are many ideology in the world, one of them is nazism. American History X 
is a film which tells about a Derek Vineyard that receive nazism doctrine. This study aims to 
discuss aspects and impacts of nazism to the social environment as reflected in American 
History X film. 
This study is descriptive qualitative research. The data are the conversation in film, 
film script, and cut scene that found in film. The data source is taken from tony Kaye’s film, 
American History X. The researcher analyzes aspects of nazism that related to theory of 
nazism by Adolf Hitler with collecting data in the film. The researcher is interested to analyze 
this film used structuralist approach.  
The findings of the study show that there are 53 data of aspect of nazism. The data of 
nazism aspects are categorized into racialism, xenophobia, ultranationalism, and 
antisemitism. The racialism aspect involve 34 data (64,15%). It followed by xenophobia with 
7 data (13,21%), ultranationalism with 5 data (9,44%), and antisemitism with 5 data (9,44%), 
1 data (1,88 %) of ultranationalism and xenophobia, 1 data (1,88 %) of racialism and 
antisemitism. The nazism aspect in American History X film is influence by the issues in 
America in the 1998. All the four aspect of nazi ideology are represented by character in the 
film. The author uses aspects of nazi ideology in each character and characterization that 
make the aspect can deliver the authors message, so that the viewer of the film can feel the 
atmosphere of the film.  
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 CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION  
This chapter presents introduction, including background of the 
study, problem limitation, research question, research objective, research 
benefit , and definition of key terms. 
A. Background of the Study  
Ideology is inseparable in social life. Ideology seems to be a guide 
for everyone in social life. Not infrequently ideology itself becomes a 
social problem that can sometimes lead to a conflict in social life itself. It 
may be caused by an ideologue who is too fanatical towards the ideology 
itself, that results a loss of tolerance, or it could be due to a mismatch 
between ideology of each other. It causes ideology affecting social life. 
Ideology has its basic values from various things, generating ideologies 
such as religious ideology or political ideology. 
According to Frans Magnis Suseno (1991: 230), the ideology 
referred to as the whole system of thinking, values and basic spiritual 
attitude of a movement, social group or indifidu. It  means that ideology 
covers all of aspects of life. From thingking of view, religion, politic view, 
social view, and also in daily activity. Ideology cover of all our life 
activity. 
In addition Antonio Gramsci (1993: 83), also states that ideology is 
more than an idea. According to ideology historically has a psychological 
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validity. This statement reinforce the statement before that the ideology 
covers all of the life activity, more than the idea.  
Ideology itself comes from the Greek "idea" and "logos". Idea has 
the meaning of knowing the mind, seeing with mind. The word logos has 
the meaning of ideas, understanding, words, and knowledge (Ali, 1982: 
7).So, ideology is a collection of ideas or ideas adopted by a person or 
group that become a basis in behaving. 
The term ideology was first used by Antoine Destutt de Tracy 
(1754-1836) in the 18th century, a French philosopher (Takwin, 2003:21). 
According to him, ideology is a branch of philosophy called science de 
ideas (the science of ideas). Ideology is defined as the science of the 
human mind, capable of showing the right path to the future which means 
the science of the occurrence of ideals - ideals, ideas, and thoughts. In 
general, the definition of ideology is defined as a collection of ideas, basic 
ideas, beliefs and beliefs that are systematic that provide the direction and 
goals to be achieved in the national life of a nation and state.  
According to Ramlan Surbakti (1992: 41)there are two ideological 
notions of functional ideology and structural ideology. Functional 
ideology defined as a set of ideas about the common good or about the 
society and country that are considered the best. Ideology is functionally 
defined as a set of ideas about the common good or about society and 
country that are considered the best. So when viewed from the structural 
and functional side, it can be concluded that the ideology is a collection of 
ideas and ideas agreed and adopted to form a better system for the future. 
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Nazism is one of the ideologies that once became a scourge in 
europe, and was in the mind of Adolf Hitler the German fascist leader 
during the 2nd world war. This ideology had several doctrines such as 
white superiority, racism, ultranationalism, xenophobia, homophobia, etc. 
Media is one of the contributing factors for the spread of 
ideologies. Since gutenberg created the printing press, the development of 
information media has become very rapid. And it is used by groups or 
interested people to spread the issues or news they want. The ideologists 
also use print media to spread ideological ideas to be read and began to 
follow people. 
The leaflet or poster becomes a form of media commonly used for 
propaganda or ideological dissemination. As the following figure shows 
the Nazi symbol and contains certain messages:  
Finally when an iedeologi is scattered, has many followers, has a 
structural and non-structural political container, they will have greater 
power to proclaim their ideology or to do evolutive movements as well as 
revolutive.  
Movies that will be discussed is American History X directed by 
Tony Kaye. The film tells about a young man named Derek Vineyard 
whose father had been killed while on duty, and the killer was black. This 
was the beginning of Derek Vineyard's hatred for blacks. Derek went to a 
Nazi gank, where he began to embrace the Nazism.  
Derek along with his gank began to start showing his racist acts by 
looting stores run by immigrants. This continues in other cases where 
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Derek and ganks are playing basketball with blacks. There was a dispute 
between Derek and one of the blacks, leading up to the theft in Derek 
house done by blacks and caused Derek to kill the thief. Until finally 
Derek thrown into jail.  
When imprisoned, initially Derek is still fanatical towards his 
ideology. Until one day Derek realized that his ideology was just a 
pseudo-fantasy that made him fall into hatred and brutality. As he begins 
to change his views on the immigrants he has always hated. The younger 
brother of Daniel Vineyard was even killed by blacks.  
The film describes the emergence of nazism in America. It takes 
the background of the lives of marginalized Americans living with 
immigrants which gives rise to social jealousy for whites who feel their 
livelihood is diminishing with immigrants, who are predominantly blacks. 
This leads to social conflict, and affects the occurrence of violence, 
vandalism, racism, etc. It also gave birth to nazism.  
The researcher choses this film because it talks about ideology, 
especially its nazism that seems endless. Because nazism itself does not 
close to the possibility that  is still embraced and applied in social life as 
well as political society. In this film is clearly illustrated how the symbols 
and also the doctrines of nazism. This is the basis for the researchers lifted 
the film American History X, as research material. Because the conflicts in 
this film also illustrate how the nazism itself has a significant impact on 
the person's perspective in living his or her social life. The above cases 
also attract researcher to discuss in this research. This is to know the 
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aspects that affect the occurrence of cases of the nazism contained in the 
movie American History X.  
The reason researcher choses this film is because there is an 
element of nazism in the movie American history X. Why choose a film 
that contains nazism, because according to researcher this ideology is still 
embraced. These ideologists are either open-ended or hidden. This is 
evidenced by the still many problems concerning racism, ultranationalist 
and homophobi where the problems are still entered into ideologies or 
doctrines contained in the ideology of nazi itself. They sldo used symbol 
related to nazi like swastika, Hitler photograph doing salute. 
American History X release in October 30, 1998 in United States. 
The film was written by David McKenna and directed by Tony Kaye and 
producced by Turman-morrissey Company. While, the actor who plays the 
main characters in this film include: Edward Norton as Derek Vinyard, 
Edward Furlong as Danny Vinyard, Beverly D'Angelo as Doris Vinyard, 
Stacy Keach as Cameron Alexander, Ethan Suplee as Seth, and Avery 
Brooks as Bob Sweeney.  
The research title is “An Analysis of Nazism as Found in American 
History X Film By Tony Kaye”. The researcher choose this title because 
lack of research that addresses ideology, especially nazism. This is an 
attraction for researcher themselves to discuss ideological issues. 
According to researcher, ideology it self has a major influence on world 
history. And that also affects the history of literature. Besides that, 
researchers chose film as an object of research because now it is more 
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dominant people watch movies than people read books. The researcher use 
structuralism as introductory theory. And the nazism as main theory. The 
structuralism theory that researcher use is related to Lucien 
Goldmanntheory. And the nazism theory is related to Adolf Hitler book 
Mein Kampf.  
B. Problem Limitation 
The discussions of the problem include the practice of Nazism as 
seen in American History X film, then examining the aspects of the 
ideology. Further analysis is related to the aspect of Nazism to social 
environment. The analysis material is an American History X film directed 
by Tony Kaye as well as several refrence books related to ideology as well 
as Nazism. The character that best describes Nazism is the main character 
Derek Vinyard. Because the main character has a bad experience with 
blacks and it became the beginning of the main character into the nazi 
gank. 
C. Research Question 
The researcher formulates the problems of the research as follow: 
1. How are the aspects of nazism reflected in American History X film ?  
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D. Research Objective 
Based on the problem statemen above, the aims of this research are 
formulated as follow: 
1. To discover and analyze the aspects of Nazism in American Hystory X 
film. 
E. Research Benefit 
By doing this research, many benefits can be gained. These 
benefits include practical and theoritical benefits: 
1. Theoritical Benefits 
a. It is gainedknowledge about ideology especially Nazism. 
b. It is hoped that the reader will gain knowledge about Nazi 
ideological aspects as well as their impact on the social 
environment. 
2. Practical Benefits 
The practical benefit of this reearch is to catch the information 
from American History X film by Tony Kaye. In literaly field, it can 
be used as reference by other researchers in the analysis of American 
History X film by Tony Kaye especially based on the aspect of Nazism 
as reflected in the American History X film.  
F. Definition of Key Term 
In order to make the research understandable and to avoid 
ambiguity, the researcher presents some definition of key terms as the 
following: 
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1. Structuralism Approach 
Lucien Goldmann also defines in The Genetic Structuralist Method 
in the History of Literature “The basis of genetic structuralism is the 
hypothesis that all human behavior is an attempt to give a meaningful 
response to a particular situation and tends, therefore, to create a balance 
between the subject of action and the object on which it bears the 
environment”.(1963:156).  
2. Ideology 
From the origin of the word, the term ideology can be broken down 
into the word idea and logos (Kristeva, 2015:1). Literally can be 
interpreted as a rule or law of ideas. according to Gianfranco, a sociologist 
there are three forces that affect society: 1. Political power, 2. Class in 
power, 3. Normative or ideological forces. He  confirms the argument 
above that ideology arises because it is influenced by social aspects. 
(Kristeva, 2015:12) 
3. Nazism  
Peter Baldwin also says that, “the nazism as a millenarian 
movement or in terms of religious rebellion” (1990:10), that means if the 
nazism is the movement of the millenarian religious rebellion. . 
According to Peter Baldwin the nazism is broke in to two perspective, as 
he said on his book that “modern mass society allowed the nazis to attract 
a following from across the social spectrum.” On the other side, he said, 
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“the nazis voters came not from any particular class, but from formerly a 
political groups and the young”.(1990:10). 
4. American History X film 
Movies that will be discussed is American History X directed by 
Tony Kaye. The film tells about a young man named Derek Vineyard 
whose father had been killed while on duty, and the killer was black. This 
was the beginning of Derek Vineyard's hatred for blacks. Derek went to a 
Nazi gank, where he began to embrace the Nazi ideology.  
Derek Vineyard is paroled after serving 3 years in prison for 
brutally killing two black men who tried to break into/steal his truck. 
Through his brother's, Danny Vineyard, narration, we learn that before 
going to prison, Derek was a skinhead and the leader of a violent white 
supremacist gang that committed acts of racial crime throughout L.A. and 
his actions greatly influenced Danny. Reformed and fresh out of prison, 
Derek severs contact with the gang and becomes determined to keep 
Danny from going down the same violent path as he did. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
Review on related literature contains theories from the books or expert 
which are closely to research. The theory is needed to help and support the 
researcher during analyzing the data. 
A. Genetic Structuralism of Literature  
In dictionary.cambridge.org/amp/english/author defines an author 
is a person begins or creates something, a writer of a book, article, etc. So 
the way of thinking of an author usually influences the contents of the 
work. It can be reflected from the behavior of the author, political, social 
background, economic, and all about something that have correlation with 
the author’s life. All of these aspects influenced into the literary works, 
specifically in the characters of the literary work. 
In The Genetic Structuralist Method in the History of Literature, 
Lucien Goldmann (1963:159) argues that: 
Genetic structuralism offers a total change of orientation, in its 
view that the collective character of literary creation derives from the 
fact that the structures of the world of the work are homologous with 
the mental structures of certain social groups or is in intelligible relation 
with them, whereas on the level of content, that is to say, of the creation 
of the imaginary worlds governed by these structures, the writer has 
total freedom. 
It means that the experience of author life can influence into the 
author works. Almostly influence the character and the background in the 
literary work. 
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Lucien Goldmann also defines in The Genetic Structuralist Method 
in the History of Literature “The basis of genetic structuralism is the 
hypothesis that all human behavior is an attempt to give a meaningful 
response to a particular situation and tends, therefore, to create a balance 
between the subject of action and the object on which it bears the 
environment”.(1963:156). It means that the main definition of the genetic 
structuralism is the correlation between the author and his literary works, 
the works is influence by author life. The character in the story usually 
made matching with the author’s life. Which is the works and the author 
has related. Tony kaye inserts nazism aspect on his film because he is 
adherents of the Jewish, which is the Jew becomes a negative aspect of 
nazism. It shows the fear of a history of repetition in the past. 
In https://m.imdb.com/name/nm0443411/ explains that Tony Kaye 
has suffered from an extreme speech impediment since chilhood. He didnt 
even speak on the telephone until he was 27. And the most of his works 
used the social issues as the topic, especially on his film. 
B. Ideology  
From the origin of the word, the term ideology can be broken down 
into the word idea and logos (Kristeva, 2015:1). Literally can be 
interpreted as a rule or law of ideas. The experiment on ideas can be traced 
back to the idea concept and the "world of ideas" of Plato, the great Greek 
philosopher who lived in the 3rd century BC. Idea in the "world of ideas" 
in Plato's view is a true truth, a reference to thing s in the physical world 
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that people now occupy. Every object imitates one idea. Artificial objects 
are virtual and mortal, while the idea is true and eternal. With the notion of 
the idea as the ultimate truth, then the notion of ideology is the law of true 
truth. 
In Plato's view, man is made up of body and soul. These two 
human elements are substantially different from each other. If man is more 
concerned with his soul then he can recognize the true truth. In contrary, if 
man only struggles with his body then it is difficult to understand true 
truth. Activity to know the truth is the process of recalling the knowledge 
that already exists within the self. Recognizing the knowledge of truth is 
called anamnesis. This understanding is used in the meaning of ideology 
as a political ideology. Each group of ideologists insists that the idea is a 
true truth. The notion of ideology as the true truth becomes the basis of 
ideology in a positive sense which can be roughly inferred as a set of 
values and rules or laws that are believed to help humans live their lives. 
This approach emphasizes that people live values and follow the rules in 
order to live their lives well. 
In another view, ideology is seen as a science (in some sense it 
means rules or laws) that examine how ideas form in the minds of humans. 
This view is based on the psychological thought of Aristotle (384-322 
BC). For Aristotle, the body and the soul are an integral whole. Each is not 
a substance that stands alone but unites as a substance. Man is a substance 
with two functions represented by body and soul. To explain this unity of 
body and soul, Aristotle proposed the principle of "Hylemorphism". Hyle 
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means matter and morphe means form or form. The principle of 
"Hylemorphism" governs the existence of all things in the universe. In 
humans, the body is matter and the soul is a form or forma. 
Meanwhile, the first explict ideological term was used by Antoine 
Destutt de Tracy (1754-1836) in the eighteenth century, although its roots 
of understanding can be drawn far back in Francis Bacon (1561-1626), 
Niccolo Machiavelli (1469-1520), even Plato (429-347). Although the 
discussion of ideology is supposedly done by Machiavelli and Bacon, 
however, since de Tracy explicitly mentions ideology and tries to work it 
systematically, ideological discussion usually begins by talking about his 
thinking about ideology. De Tracy is considered to have great merit in the 
study of ideology and is considered a pioneer in the study of systematic 
ideology. He is almost always alluded to ideological literature. (Takwin,  
2009: 15). 
Ideology is a collection of ideas or notions (Anthony Downs, 1975: 
96). Ideology can be regarded as a comprehensive vision, as a way of 
looking at things in general and some philosophical directions, or a group 
of ideas put forward by the dominant class on all members of society. The 
main purpose behind ideology is to offer change through the process of 
normative thought. Ideology etymologically is the beginning. While 
terminologically means fundamental thinking built on thoughts. Ideology 
is the fundamental thinking and benchmark of behavior. From a logical 
standpoint, ideology is a fundamental understanding and principle of every 
rule.  
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About how ideology is born, basically an ideology is formulated with 
some number of possibilities 
First, ideology was born because it was inspired by the magnificent 
figure, in the history of his people. He is present to bring as well as able to 
provide inspiration and strong influence on others widely. 
Secondly, based on the mind of society, the ideology was formulated by a 
number of influential people and presented to the community group then 
agreed as a guide in regulating the life of society and state, if necessary 
created myths to gain legal and cultural recognition from the community 
concerned so that they obey and believe . 
Third, based on certain universal beliefs, the ideology is born and carried 
by people who are believed to be the will of God, with a message to 
liberate and provide guidance in regulating real life and the future moral 
consequences that will be accepted when violating it. 
According to the leading figures of psycho-analysis, Michel  
Foucault's, the ideology concerns four important factors: 1. Economics as 
the base, 2. The ruling class, 3. The repressive power, 4. Something 
contrary to the true truth. This shows that ideology is influenced by social 
aspects. Like the social gap, the power of the authorities, and the conflicts 
that occur in social life (Kristeva, 2015:12). 
Meanwhile, according to Gianfranco, a sociologist there are three 
forces that affect society: 1. Political power, 2. Class in power, 3. 
Normative or ideological forces. He  confirms the argument above that 
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ideology arises because it is influenced by social aspects. (Kristeva, 
2015:12) 
C. Nazism  
In Germany Nazi known as NSDAP (Nationalsozialistische 
Deutsche Arbeiterpartei). This party is one of political party in Germany 
than monopolize the political party in Germany. This party exist from 
1920 in Muenchen, Germany. According to Peter Baldwin the nazism is 
broke in to two perspective, as he said on his book that “modern mass 
society allowed the nazis to attract a following from across the social 
spectrum.” On the other side, he said, “the nazis voters came not from any 
particular class, but from formerly a political groups and the 
young”.(1990:10). It means that the nazis is broke in to two different way 
in the perspective, that the nazis mass of social class, and nazis mass of  
political grups and young that not bring any particular class social. That 
show if the nazism is followed by mass that have social background and 
also political view and also young. Peter Baldwin also says that, “the 
nazism as a millenarian movement or in terms of religious rebellion” 
(1990:10), that means if the nazism is the movement of the millenarian 
religious rebellion.  
Firstly this party name is not NSDAP. This party begin with name 
of party is Deutsche Arbeiterpartei. Swastika was the symbol of this party. 
Adolf Hitler is person who push the high leader of the party for influence 
the party by the doctrine of Nasionalism and sosialism.  
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In Germany nazi become to ideology as known as nazism. Nazism 
cant detachable from Adolf Hitler. As nasionalist Hitler feel angry because 
germany lost in world war 1. Than he merge into Nazi. In this party his 
career was briliant.Two years after his join to the party he become the 
Fuehrer or leader of that party. 
 From the beginning, Hitler envisioned the nazi party as more than 
just a political organization. It was an ideological movement; its distinct 
philosophy, rituals, and symbols constituted almost a secular religion. 
Since his Vienna days, Hitler was aware that men were motivated by 
symbols and ideas. He attributed the success of the social democrats to 
their ideological doctrines that provided workers with the inspiration for 
action and sacrifice. The ideology internalized deeply to people in the 
party, make them believe its doctrine blindly. The impact can be seen to 
their inhuman act in many ocassion, they torture people, jews, sadisticly 
just because they ordered to. 
Actually, nazism contained no original elements. The underlying 
assumptions and basic ideas of the nazi creed has existed in German and 
European civilization since the nineteenth century. The Nazis combined 
many of these preexisting currents into a unique, though often vague, 
ideological synthesis. This new formulation of established ideas, 
prejudices, and traditions allowed the Nazis to play upon traditional 
identities, symbol, and beliefs, while at the same time making the party 
appear fresh and revolutionary. This nuance also encourage the people 
from their trauma of losing in world war 1. 
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D. The Aspects of Nazism 
The aspect of nazism are 4 types, there are: 
a. Ultranationalism  
Ultranationalism is defined as “extreme nationalism that promotes 
the interest of one state or people above all others”, or simply “extreme 
devotion to ones own nation”. It means that ultranationalism is an extreme 
exspression to love the country or nation. Cyprian P. Blamires assert that 
ultranationalism is essentially racist and is known to legitimise itself 
“through deeply mythicized narratives of past cultural or political periods 
of historical greatness or of old scores to settle against alleged enemies”. 
From the statement bellow shows that the ultranationalism also include to 
the kind of racism.  
Hitler says, “we recognize only two Gods: A God in heaven and a 
God on earth that is our fatherland”. (Pustilnik, 1966: 241) 
Ultranationalism when it spread in a country or nation can made 
fanatism that lead to expansion, war, genocide, etc. German Nazi consider 
their races (Aryan)  as the most superior races. Their war aimed for their 
nation supremacy. Nazi consider all non-aryan as garbage and deserve to 
be cleaned. Genocide of more than 6 million jews also the effect of 
ultranationalism, they do ethnic cleansing. For example: 
The statement use ultranationalism aspect of Nazism because 
consist of words “they’re a burden to the advancement of the white 
race”. The word “they’re” is refers to stranger and also foreigner except 
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white American. And the next words are shows how white people reject 
other race, because they think other races just a burden for the white races. 
It shows superiority of the white races. 
This data is happen in the Derek’s hause. When Danny brother, 
Derek leave from the jail, his friend Seth come to house for receive Derek. 
But when Seth come Derek was in a Bussines call, then order to Seth for 
wait him in the guest room. After that Seth talk with Danny about his gank 
and his Hitler thought. Than Seth asked Danny about what is in Dannys 
mind, Danny answer by ”they’re a burden to the advancement of the 
white race”. Danny has idea to sayying that statement because he was 
influenced by Seth and his gank, that believe in Hitler and nazi doctrine. 
b. Racialism  
Racism is the belief in the superiority of one race over another, 
which often results in discrimination and prejudice towards people based 
on their race or ethnicity. The ideology underlying racist practices often 
includes the idea that humans can be subdivided into distinct groups that 
are different due to their social behavior and their innate capacities as well 
as the idea that they can be ranked as inferior or superior. Racist ideology 
can become manifest in many aspects of social life. Racism can be present 
in social actions, practices, or political systems, that support the expression 
of prejudice or aversion in discriminatory practices.  
The value of man is determined in the first place by his inner racial 
virtues. (Hitler, 1940: 11). From the statement above explain that the 
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Nazism emphasize with the racial problem, because it influence to the 
quality of person it self. That causes opinion if the white person is better 
than other.  
By the ability of the race bring forth men who in turn become 
leaders in the struggle for advacement. (Hitler, 1940: 11). From the 
statement above explain that the racial aspect is influence to quality of 
leadership. They believe that the white people is predestinate to be a leader 
from the other races.  
World history is made by minorities when this minority of number 
embodies the majority of will and determination. (Hitler, 1940: 2). This 
statement shows, that the predestined race is always to be leader althougt 
them as minorities. That means the white race is must lead other races 
even they are as the minorities. For example: 
The situation happens in front of Derek house.  When there were 
some black people would steal his car, Derek try to stop them. Than they 
firing each others. And Derek win than catch one of them then interrogate 
him. And he say, “but you fucking monkeys never get the message”.This 
data include to Racialism because consist of word “monkeys” that used to 
be insulting Afro American. It can also shows about the superiority of the 
white people to other races.  
c. Xenophobia  
Xenophobia is the fear and distrust of that which is perceived to be 
foreign or strange. Xenophobia is a political term and not a recognized 
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medical phobia. Xenophobia can also be exhibited in the form of an “ 
uncritical exaltation of another culture”. Xenophobia is usually 
distinguished by opposition to foreign culture. This statement shows the 
excessive fear about the stranger or foreigner. This fear is make the 
prejudice. That the prejudice ignite to the conflict. The Nazi people believe 
to the racial aspect that can make the country strong. This belief make fear 
to other people outside their group. Because they believe other race or 
other people except Nazi just drag feet their way. For example: 
The satement happens when Danny walking around his 
environment after back from the school. He imagine and compare his 
environment now and past. Than he remember what his brother says, if 
“white kids shouldn’t have to walk around scared”. Because now a days 
Danny s environment was different with the past, where most of immigrant 
be the part of the environment now. 
This data included to xenophobia because consist of words that 
shows about the people scared to other races. And it shows how the white 
people america have prejudice and fear to stranger or immigrant. 
d. Antisemitism  
Antisemitism is hostility to, prejudice, or discrimination against 
Jews. Antisemitism is generally considered to be a form of racism. The 
root word Semite gives the false impression that antisemitism is directed 
against all Semitic people, including Arabs and Assyrian. The compound 
word antisemite was popularized in Germany in 1879 as a scientific-
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sounding term for Judenhass “Jew-hatred” and that has been its common 
use since then. 
” Jews are a greedy nation and the cause of German destruction...” 
(Hitler, 1940: 8). From the statement shows that their hatred to the Jews 
because of they are greedy. Nazi people think that their character just bring 
to the destruction of their business. But this wasnt the only reason, because 
we know that nazism also suffer from ultranationalism and xenophobic, 
which means they also hate other nation and races, not only jews. 
Antisemitism actually not just refer to jews, but all semit ( descent of 
prophet ibrahim), including christian and islam. The example of 
antisemitism is: 
It is happen in Derek house, when Derek know if his mother close 
with Murray. And Derek also know if Murray was a Jews. Than Derek get 
angry and says, “While some fucking kike tries to fuck my mother”. Derek 
hatred was influenced by nazi doctrine that he believe. 
The data included to Antisemitism because consist of word “kike” 
that used to be insulting Jews. And word “kike” is originates from word 
“keikl” in Yiddish that has meaning circle , the reason being that the first 
Jews in America. 
E. Related Previous Study  
To support this research, the researcher needs some other 
researches that have been made by other researchers. The first previous 
study is An Analysis of Prejudice and Discrimination in American History 
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X (1998) film by Muhammad Aji Akasyah (2014) from state islamic 
university syrif hidayatullah jakarta in english letter department letters and 
humanities faculty. The research study is aimed to find out how prejudice 
and discrimination issues and the relationship between prejudice and 
discrimination is described through theories of prejudice and 
discriminationby analyzing the characters. If this study is correlated with 
the research, the similarity is just in the object of the research. The object 
of the research is American History X film. They have different case that 
the first study about prejudice and discrimination and this research is about 
ideologi that reflected in main character. 
The second previous study is Ideologi Fasisme (Pemikiran Adolf 
Hitler Atas Konsep Fasisme di Jerman) by Ario Rahmana Putra (2014) 
from state islamic university syarif hidayatullah jakarta in political science 
department social science and political science faculty. The research study 
is aimed to analyze the positive and negative affect of Adolf Hitler 
imperium and the fascism ideology. The research also analize about the 
history of the Adolf Hitler and his fascism ideology and his imperium that 
he had made.  The object is Adolf Hitler and his affect ideology fascism in 
germany. If this second previous study is correlated with the research, they 
have same concern about fascism ideology or nazism. The differences are 
the second study analyzed the ideology from the point of view social 
political side, while this research analyzed the aspect and impact of 
ideology in film character. For example: 
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F. The Summary of American History X 
Seventeen year old high school student Danny Vinyard is assigned 
a history essay on "any book related to the human rights struggle", but 
submits an essay on Adolf Hitler's Mein Kampf, a direct affront to Mr. 
Murray, his Jewish history teacher. African-American principal and 
outreach worker Dr. Bob Sweeney refuses to expel Danny, instead telling 
Danny that he will study history in terms of current events under his own 
direction or else be expelled, and that the class will be called American 
History X. Danny's first assignment is to prepare a paper for the next day 
on his brother Derek, a former neo-Nazi leader who is that day being 
released from prison, and to analyze the factors which led Derek to that 
path, and the impact of it on Danny's own life. Danny then goes to the 
bathroom and finds a white student being bullied by three African-
American students, and steps in, openly disrespecting the black students.  
Dr. Sweeney later meets with some police officers who are being 
briefed on Derek's release and the violence that could potentially occur as 
a result. He explains the history behind the case. Some years earlier, 
Danny and Derek's firefighter father, Dennis, had been murdered by black 
drug dealers after being sent on a call to fight a fire in a drug den. In a 
television interview conducted after Dennis' death, Derek erupted in a 
long racist tirade. Shortly thereafter, Cameron Alexander – a high profile, 
middle-aged racist – became a mentor to Derek, which led to them 
starting their own violent white supremacist gang, the Disciples of Christ 
(D.O.C.).  
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The rest of the backstory is further revealed piecemeal throughout 
the movie. The D.O.C. frequently hang out at the local recreation center 
basketball courts. As a skilled basketball player, Derek is dragged into a 
basketball game against several members of the Crips in which the prize 
was control of the courts. After winning with his friends, Derek leads a 
large gang of skinheads to attack a supermarket owned by a Korean that 
employed African-American and Latino workers, firing up the gang 
beforehand with a speech about how it used to be owned by, and employ, 
White Americans. During the raid, the skinheads physically assault the 
employees, including beating up the owner and restraining an African-
American woman and forcing food into her mouth before "whitewashing" 
her skin with milk whist verbally racially abusing her. During the raid, 
then-fourteen year old Danny films the entire thing on a camcorder.  
At a later date, Derek's mother invites Murray, at the time her 
boyfriend, home for dinner, and the evening deteriorates into a heated 
argument centered around Rodney King and the 1992 Los Angeles riots, 
culminating in Derek assaulting their sister Davina (who holds democratic 
views), Murray leaving, and Derek's mother kicking Derek out. Derek 
coldly replies that he'll be gone in the morning, with his antagonistic 
girlfriend Stacy announcing to his family that he can move in with her. 
That night, an opportunistic gang of black men made up of the Crips 
Derek earlier insulted on the basketball court attempt to steal Derek's 
truck. Danny hears glass breaking and runs to tell Derek. Derek shoots 
and kills one of the thieves and curb stomps another (this was the opening 
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scene of the film), leading to a sentence of three years in the California 
Institution for Men for voluntary manslaughter.  
In prison, Derek realises that he is very much in the minority as a 
white man and is at risk of repercussive violence. Derek joins the Aryan 
Brotherhood, and is respected for his actions on the outside. He is given a 
job in the prison laundry and assigned to be the partner of Lamont, a 
black man who was serving six years for robbery and assaulting a police 
officer, although Lamont strongly implies that the latter was a trumped-up 
charge. At first, Derek is silent and standoffish to Lamont, wanting 
nothing to do with a black man. The pair later developed a rapport over 
their shared love of basketball. After about a year, Derek becomes 
disillusioned by the politics of prison gangs. Derek strongly believes in 
the ideology, but the rest of the gang have extensive dealings with other 
non-white gangs, which Derek disapproves of. After publicly turning his 
back on them, he is punished by being severely beaten and raped in the 
shower by the Aryan Brotherhood members.  
Derek lies in the hospital wing after receiving several stitches to 
his face and anus. He is visited by Sweeney, with whom he pleads for 
help to get out of prison. Sweeney informs him of Danny's involvement 
with the D.O.C., and warns that he is on the same path as Derek. He says 
that his help is not free, and will need to be repaid by Derek's active 
decrying of the D.O.C. when he leaves prison. Upon leaving the hospital 
wing, Derek ignores the Aryan Brotherhood and Lamont warns him that 
by doing so, he is making it clear to all that he no longer has their 
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protection and therefore "The Brothers", meaning the black gangs, will 
come for him. Derek admits he knows this but replies that if they're going 
to come for him, there's nothing he can do about it. He waits for an attack, 
but one never comes. He spends the remainder of his time in prison alone, 
reading books that Sweeney sends him. On his morning of release, he bids 
goodbye to Lamont and says that he thinks that Lamont may be the reason 
for him not getting attacked. Lamont denies this but his face gives away 
his true actions. Finally realizing the error of his ways, Derek leaves 
prison a changed man.  
Upon arriving home, Derek finds that Danny sees his neo-Nazi 
past as admirable and is seeking to emulate him, sporting a tattoo of the 
D.O.C. and a skinhead hairstyle. Derek tries to persuade him to leave the 
gang, while Danny feels angry and betrayed that Derek no longer follows 
the ideals that Danny is now emulating. Derek's best friend, Seth - also in 
the D.O.C. - frequently visits their house and openly berates and 
disrespects the female members of the Vinyard family whilst 
simultaneously grooming Danny. Both Seth and Danny are being closely 
controlled by Cameron.  
That evening, Derek attends a neo-Nazi party being thrown in 
honour of his release (with Danny sneaking in against Derek's wishes), to 
tell Cameron that he and Danny will no longer associate with the 
movement, and that he now sees Cameron as a predator and manipulator 
who persuades vulnerable youths to do his bidding while escaping 
accountability for the crimes and distress that he brings about. He also 
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reunites with Stacy, and tries to persuade her to leave with him, but Stacy 
is absolutely dedicated to the cause. Cameron, Stacey, and the other neo-
Nazis in the group turn harshly on him. Derek assaults Cameron after the 
latter insists that Danny will remain within the group as a hero and under 
his influence, and Seth holds Derek at gunpoint. Derek manages to disarm 
him and flees.  
Danny runs after Derek and attacks him, in tears. Derek calms 
Danny down. Afterwards, quietly, Derek tells Danny about his experience 
in prison, which seems to prompt a change in Danny. The pair return home 
and remove all racist posters from their shared bedroom.  
The next morning, Danny completes his paper. It reflects deeply on 
why he had adopted white supremacist values and why they were so 
flawed. He also comments that although Derek's racist views may seem to 
have arisen from anger over his father's death, Danny knows that the seed 
for his brother's views was planted years earlier; their father used to 
overtly rant in a racist manner about subjects such as affirmative action 
and used racial epithets at the dinner table. His father's death was the 
catalyst that caused all of his anger to be misdirected into racist beliefs. 
Derek walks Danny to school, stopping at a diner for breakfast on the way.  
Sweeney and a police officer meet Derek in the diner and inform 
him that Seth and Cameron were attacked the previous night and are now 
in ICU. They ask for Derek's help figuring out what happened, meaning 
they want him to go and talk with the very people he has denounced. A 
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stressed Derek bleakly jokes that they're going to get him killed by a 
bunch of white guys. He agrees, but says he will drop Danny at school 
first. During the walk there, Derek is acutely aware that he may be being 
followed by a car. He bids Danny farewell and warily heads off alone. 
Meanwhile, Danny greets his girlfriend and then heads to the bathroom. A 
changed person, he is nevertheless ambushed in the bathroom by the 
young black student with whom he had a confrontation with the previous 
day. He is instantly shot and killed. A mortified Derek runs to the school 
and cradles Danny's bloodied corpse in his arms.  
The epilogue shows a voice-over of Danny reading the final lines of his 
paper for Dr. Sweeney, before quoting the final stanza of Abraham 
Lincoln's first inaugural address.  
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This chapter presents the research methodology, including research 
resign, data and source data, research instrument, the technique of collecting 
data, and data validation. 
A. Research Design 
As Creswell stated in Herdiyansyah H (2010:8) Qualitative reseach 
is defined as follows: 
Qualitative research is inquiry process of understanding based on 
distinct and methodological traditions of inquiry that explore a 
social or human problem. The research builds a complex, holistic 
picture, analyzes words, reorts detailed views of informant and 
conduct the study in natural setting.  
 
Besides, Moleong (2012:11) argues that descriptive study, the data 
collected are in form word and picture, instead of numbers. In addition 
Sutopo (2002:36) states that generally qualitative research could be called 
as descriptive qualitative, because it will present the research finding in the 
form of detailed sentence description, complate and focus to process and 
how something happen. The other side, Bodgan and Taylor (1975:4) state 
that qualitative methodology refers to research procedures that produce 
descriptive data in form of written or oral words and observable behavior. 
This research focuses in finding the data, classifying the data, analyzing 
data and making conclution.  
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The research data focused for conversation and statement of all the 
characters in American History X film. The data consist of 53 data in the 
form of the statement and the conversation. The data are observed to find 
out the practice of the aspect of nazism. 
 
B. Data and Source Data 
According to Sudaryanto (1993:13), data are considered as the 
materials, which are used in some research from which the research object 
is described. Data themselves may be in the forms of discourse, sentence, 
clause, phrases, or words which can be obtained from magazine, 
newspaper, movie, brochure,etc.While, Sutopo (2005:51) said that the data 
information can be collected from event, activities or behavior as data 
source in relation to target research.  The research took the data of this 
research to analyze the  problem. 
Fraenkel (2000:127) defines data source is the kinds information 
researchs obained on the subject of their research. The data consist of  
statement and conversation that focus on all characters in American 
Hystory X film. The film was released in the United States on October 30, 
1998, and was distributed by New Line Cinema. The data of this research 
used to find out the practice of the aspect of nazism. 
C. Research Instrument  
In the research, research instrument was the researcher him self. 
The researcher has the important rule in the research. Another instrument 
used by researcher is the film entitled American History X by Tony Kaye. 
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The steps that are done by the reseacher are actively finds and observe 
either the data to be researchedor all the supporting instrument. 
Firstly, to observe and analyze data, researcher need to watch the 
film thoroughly and tries to find the messages and some information 
behind the story and then determines the problem to analyze it. After 
finding the problem, the researcher needs supporting instrument to support 
his analysis. 
D. The Technique Collecting Data 
Technique of collecting data refers way the researcher to get the 
data which are observed. According Cresswell (1994:149) the technique of 
collecting data consistsof four basic types, there are observation, 
interviews, documents, and visual images. This research used visual 
images because the data taken from American Hystory X film.  
First, the resercher whatching the movie. Second, the researcher 
taking the data consists of statement and conversation. Then, the data is 
clasified based on aspect of Nazism and the researcher validating the data. 
The data validation is performed by the validator to check the truth of the 
data. The researcher also makes coding of the data to further  analysis of 
the research. Here the example of data coding of this research: 
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Datum Data Classification Context Explanation  
1 RA Punk-ass 
white boy. 
Racialism A black boy tell 
that word to 
Danny when he 
try to intimidate 
other white boy 
in the school. 
This data included 
to Racialism 
because there is a 
racial word “white 
boy”, and also 
because this word 
was said by black 
people that use to 
swear againts white 
people. 
 
E. The Technique of Analyzing Data  
The technique used to analyze the data is very essential in a 
research. Patton (1980 :268) states that the data analysis can be interpreted 
as a process of ordering sequences of data and organizing them into a 
certain pattern, category and single description. The Technique of 
analyzing data in this research are followings: 
1. Watching the film 
The researcher watching the film. 
2. Collecting data 
The researcher collected the data which are the subtitle in the film 
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3. Coding the data 
In this research, the data were given codes to make the analysis of each 
datum easier. The data coding was done as follow: 
Datum no. 1 RA 
Notes: 
1 : number of datum 
RA : Racism 
UL : Ultranationaism 
AS : Anti Semitism 
XE : Xenophobia 
4. Validation 
The researcher made the table of data validation and asked the validator 
to checked the truth of the data. 
5. Analyzing the data  
The researcher analyzed the aspect of nazism based on Peter Baldwin 
and Hitler‟s theory. The researcher also calculated and analyzed the 
collected data. The ways to calculate the data finding in percentages: 
 
 
 × 100% 
Notes: 
f : the frequency  
n : total of data 
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6. Drawing conclusion and suggestion 
Based on the data analysis and the research finding, the researcher drew 
some conclusions and provided some suggestions. 
F. Data Validation  
Data validation is needed to check the validity of the data. 
According to Nasution (2003:115) “triangulation can be done using 
different techniques were interviews, observation and documents. 
Triangulation is used to check the correctness of the data is done to enrich 
data.” One type of triangulation is a triangulation method. Triangulation 
methods do if the data or information obtained apocryphal. Thus, if the 
data is clear, for example in the form of text or a script or transcript of 
movies, novels, etc triangulation is not necessary. 
Moleong (2009:324) categorize four criteria to check the data 
validity. There are credibility, transferability, dependability, and 
conformability. This research to check the data validity the researcher use 
credebility. Credibility is the confidence in the „truth‟ of the findings. In 
this case, the researcher collected the data and clasified the data based on 
the aspect and internalization of Nazism and focus on the statement and 
action of Derek Vinyard. Then, the researcher ensured the data by getting  
ask the validator to check the truth of the data. 
The validity can be get by asking the expert who ever read or 
studied about the film and also about the ideology especially Nazism. The 
criteria of the expert are known by his/her ability in studying English, 
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expert in literary works, and have the experience in studying English for 
years. Then, the researcher asks Mrs.Yustin Sartika as the expert around 
the scope of this study. 
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CHAPTER V  
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter includes two last discussion of this research. They are 
conclussion, the reviews of the study which contain of subject of the problem 
statement, and suggestion, which contains the recommendations for the readers 
that can develop a new way of understanding the subject matter, hopefully it will 
make people know about nazi and it aspects. 
In the American History X, the character Derek Vineyard reflects Nazi 
aspects. He is young and smart, but the dead of his father make him begin to close 
to the Nazi community. But actually his heart is feel worried with what he done, 
with all of his Nazi activity. 
A. Conclusion 
This chapter presents the conclusion of the analysis to answer the problem 
statement. The problem statement is about the aspects of nazism that is reflected 
in American History X Film, they are Ultranationalism, rascism/racialism, 
Xenophobia, Antisemitism. Based on finding in chapter IV the aspects that reflect 
the most are rascism/racialism. There are two data that reflect the 
rascism/racialism aspect which reflected in American History X Film. They are 
data number 4 and data number 3. The first data contains the judging other by it 
race, it means by colors of skin that different from white people, then, the second 
data contains the behavior from the other races. That shows by daily activity or 
habituality of other races except white race. 
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However, there are other aspects of nazism that found in this research. 
They are, ultranationalism aspect that contains the over feeling of nationalism, 
that make hate to other race because of superiority feel than other races in the data 
number 6, semitism aspect that contains the hatred feeling to other religion 
especially Jews. In the data number 30. And also xenophobia aspect that contains 
the scared feeling about stranger. It found in data number 45. 
B. Suggestion 
The important thing of studying nazism that reflected on film are to know 
the aspects of nazism that reflected by the characters on film, from the 
conversation, or also symbols. In this research, it shows that the character in the 
film are reflect the nazism by the conversation with the other character, also with 
the song and doctrines.  
The aspects of nazism, that consist of ultranationalism, rascism, semitism, 
and also xenophobia, can be founded with understanding the nazi ideology and 
also the plot of the film it self. So, if the plot is clear it be easy to find the aspects 
of nazism. That why, the researcher must understanding with the plot of the film, 
then researcher can continue to the aspects of ideology. So, the researcher could 
deeply understand the plot of the film it characters, and the background of 
characters and also the theme of the film. The researcher hopes that the other 
reseacher and the readers could related and understand the plot, character, and 
theme on film, so it could give retribution in the research which related to aspects 
of ideology in film. 
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